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Wellington Hospital Chaplaincy Trust 

Trust Information 

Constitution 

The Wellington Hospital Chaplaincy Trust is a discretionary charitable trust created by Deed 

date 26 July 2005 

Charity Registration number - CC21945 

 

Statement of Purpose 

The purposes of the trust are: 

• to support the provision of chaplaincy services at Wellington Hospital – defined to 

include the Wellington Regional Hospital and Kenepuru/ Ratonga Rua O Porirua 

Hospitals 
• To advocate for Chaplaincy services 

• To raise funds necessary to advance the purposes. 

Structure 

The Trust is governed by a Trust Board elected in terms of its Trust Deed.  It also relies on 

volunteers to assist with administration and fundraising.  Advocacy is undertaken by 

Trustees and support for chaplaincy is delivered principally through The Interchurch Council 

for Hospital Chaplaincy Aotearoa New Zealand Charitable Trust (ICHC). 

Resources 

The Trust income is derived from income from bequests, donations from supporting 

churches and individuals, together with fundraising activities 

Volunteers 

All trustees, professional advisers, and workers are volunteers 

Contact Details 

P O Box 12397, Wellington 6144 

  



 

Wellington Hospital Chaplaincy Trust 

 

Chairman’s Report 

This year has been a year of liaising, waiting, and reflecting and we are grateful for the interaction 

with ICHC and we recognise the changes they are working through as they complete the 

reorganisation of support for chaplaincy in the different regions throughout New Zealand. We look 

forward to the identification of a suitable candidate for the internship in chaplaincy specialising in 

Mental Health to work with the chaplaincy team at Ratonga Rua O Porirua Hospital. 

We remain convinced of the important contributions chaplains make to the well-being and welfare 

of those who come to hospitals for care – for the individual themselves and for the members of their 

whanau – the immediate and wider families - as well as the staff of the hospital.  

Equally we acknowledge that in hospitals, as well as in our communities there are specific changes in 

people’s understandings and expectation of the role of the chaplain or minister. That presents 

particular challenges to those fulfilling these roles. Our communities have become more diverse – 

both ethnically and equally importantly, much more diverse in their understanding, and their 

observance, of aspects of faith and spirituality.  Additionally, because patients stay in hospital is 

much shorter than previously this limits the opportunity for chaplains to establish a significant 

relationship with the individual. 

We note that donations from individuals to our Trust are less this year and we think that having 

special projects to promote will generate a more positive response by enabling donors to see more 

specifically what they are supporting. We will continue to talk with ICHC to explore how we can most 

effectively contribute to maintaining chaplaincy in the Wellington Hospitals – the principal objective 

of the Trust Deed. 

It has been an interesting year liaising, waiting and reflecting and we go forward in faith and with 

courage into the future realising that new situations sometimes require innovative approaches. 

 

Barrie R Keenan 

 

Chair 

 

  



 

Wellington Hospital Chaplaincy Trust 

 

Statement of Service Performance 

Outcomes Sought 

Ensure continuance of the Chaplaincy services at Wellington Hospital defined to include the 

Wellington Regional Hospital and Kenepuru/Ratonga Rua O Porirua Hospitals 

 

Outputs Delivered 

• Managed Trust funds for security of investment and return acceptable to the Board, 

• Supported activities of Chaplains 

• Made grants to ICHC in support of Chaplaincy 

• Advocated for chaplaincy services with Capital & Coast DHB  

• Advocated for chaplaincy services with supporting churches and their members 

• Advocated for chaplaincy services through publicity and fundraising events 

 

 

 

 



 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 


